We present a full waveform inversion method in time domain that using time-damped seismic data to reduce the risk falling into local minima. In this method the full waveform inversion is performed in a shallow-to-deep manner. From the perspective of physics and mathematics, we illustrate the reason why this method can avoid to fall into local optimal solution. We compare this method with conventional full waveform inversion and envelope inversion, the results of numerical experiments prove that this method has advantage on inversion precision.
Introduction
Full waveform inversion is recognized as an important and promising geophysical processing method which can reconstruct the parameter information of the subsurface in high precision by minimizing the difference between the observed and synthetic data. Benefit from the development of computer hardware and seismic data acquisition technology, making use of full waveform inversion to solve practical problems in seismic exploration is becoming more and more feasible.
Full waveform inversion is a highly non-linear inverse problem. Using global optimization methods to get the optimal solution is an intuitive idea. But limited by the huge calculation burden, this method is rarely applied to practical problems. In general FWI is solved iteratively by using local optimization approach. The results of conventional linear inversion method depend on the selection of initial model and easily fall into local minimum when the starting model is far from true model. Many methods have been proposed to reduce the starting model dependence. One kind of these methods is to get a better initial velocity model with the aid of other ways such as traveltime tomography (Biondi and Almomin,2012) , waveequation migration velocity analysis .Another method is multi-scale inversion which is introduced by Bunks et al(1995) . Frequency domain full waveform inversion is the best known multi-scale inversion method (Pratt,1999; Pratt and Shipp,1999; Brenders and Pratt,2007) . Shin and Cha (2008) developed Laplace domain and Laplace-Fourier domain full waveform inversion (Shin and Cha, 2009 ). Multi-scale inversion in these domains needs low frequency available to recover the large-scale structure of the model. However, in general, the low-frequency information of the standard seismic records is either missing or contaminated by noise. In time domain, envelope inversion(EI)( (Wu, et al., 2013; Luo and Wu, 2013) can extract the ultra-low frequency signals which contained in seismic trace envelopes and apply to recover long-wavelength background structure without using lowfrequency sources.
In this paper we present a full waveform inversion method in time domain that using damped seismic data. We explain the details of this approach and analyze the reason why this method has immunity to local minima from the perspective of physics and mathematics. At last we apply this method to the Marmousi model and make a comparison with conventional full waveform inversion and envelope inversion.
Method
Multi-scale full waveform inversion is one scale decomposition method which approximation to the true model from large scale to really fine-scale. In mathematics it can be considered as a dimensionality reduction method. The method what we present can also be considered as a dimensionality reduction method, but has intuitive physical meaning.
We introduce damping function associated with time into the misfit function of the full waveform inversion:
In the function (1) 
(2) The major workflow of this method is changing the damping factor to control the inversion depth. Firstly we use large damping factor to reconstruct the shallow part of the subsurface, when the number of iteration reaches the predetermined value or meet the iteration termination condition: ( e( ) n represents the least squares error of the misfit function after n iterations,  is a positive number less than 1) we reduce the value of the damping factor to increase the depth of the inversion. The inversion result from previous damping factor will be used as the initial model for current damping factor.
This method is similar to the Laplace Fourier-domain full waveform inversion, but unlike the latter, this method does not require ultra-low-frequency information of seismic data.
Immunity to the local minima
Next we will give a reasonable explanation about why this method can reduce the risk of inversion falling into local minima from the point of view of physics and mathematics.
The first and intuitive understanding is that wave propagation path is from shallow to deep. Obvious, shallow velocity correctly or not directly affects the quality of wave propagation in the deep part. The result of numerical experiments shows that even a small velocity error in the shallow structure will cause large velocity error in deep portion. So we should first reconstruct the shallow part of the subsurface. Only shallow medium get well reconstructed, can the quality of the deep part be guaranteed. Using this shallow-to-deep manner we can reduce the possibility of cycle skipping in inversion. From this perspective, our approach is similar to layer-stripping and temporal windowing method, but has a wider range of application.
Full waveform inversion is a nonlinear inverse problem, the inversion target is the parameters of subsurface. Without any prior knowledge to constraint, the dimension of the solution space is the parameter numbers of the subsurface. The more parameters, the larger solution space dimension, more difficult to find the global optimal solution, more likelihood falling into local minima. But in this method, we introduce damping factor to control the number of parameters participate in inversion. Specifically, we begin with a large damping factor to recover shallow part. The parameters number of the shallow part is much less than the entire underground media. As we said above it means that it will be easy for us to find the global optimal solution of this small scale inverse problem. When we reduce the value of the damping factor to reconstruct the deep part, the solution of the shallow part will be prior knowledge to restrain subsequent inversion. Constrained by prior knowledge, the dimension of the solution space will be reduced. This is one dimensionality reduction method in mathematical.
Application to a synthetic model
We use Marmousi velocity model (Figure 1(a) ) to test the effectiveness and accuracy of the method. To demonstrate the advantage of this method does not depend on the initial velocity model, we use linear initial model (Figure 1(b) ) as the starting model rather than smoothed version of the true model. In the initial model, the velocity increases from 1500m/s to 4050m/s. The solution has fallen into a local optimum after 200 iterations when we use traditional full waveform inversion method. Figure 2(a) is the inversion result. On the left side of the map, there is a fake fault which does not exist in the true model, and the velocity of this region provides a poor match to the true model. This is because in the shallow part of the region, there is a huge deviation between the initial model and true model. Low quality inversion results of the shallow part result in total ruin of the deep velocity inversion.
Before doing the full waveform inversion, we use envelope inversion to recover the long-wavelength background structure firstly, then take the result of envelop inversion as the initial model of traditional full waveform inversion. In contrast, we use exponential decay function as damping function, the damping factor  is assigned as 3.25,2.25,1.25, 0 in sequence. Figure 3 shows the inversion results for 3.25, 2.25, 1.25, 0
 
.From the result we can find that the shallow part of the model gets a good result after the inversion by using large damping factor. It makes us easy to recover the deep part in high precision. We selected the 200th and 425th trace from the model to compare the velocity curve (Figure 4) . From the velocity curve, we can have intuitive understanding of the accuracy difference between these methods. Compared with the other two methods, the inversion result of our method provides a more accurate match to the true model. The final least square error also reflects the superiority of our algorithm. After 300 iterations, the least square error of our method will be reduced to 0.53% of the original, in contrast, the conventional method is 8.71% and the envelop inversion is 1.41%.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a full waveform inversion method using damped seismic data. This approach follows the
